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MOMENTS YOU’LL MISS. TREASURED FOREVER 

 
PREPARING FOR YOUR FAMILY PHOTOSHOOT 

 
 
It’s almost time! 
 
I can’t wait to see you and the family for our photoshoot in a few days. Here are a few hints and tips to 
help you get ready for what I’m sure will be a fantastic session. 
 
 
WHAT SHOULD I WEAR? 
 
The most important thing about our photoshoot is that you feel comfortable. The very best photos are 
the ones where you’re relaxed and able to enjoy yourself. So, choose something that fits well and 
makes you feel happy and not too self-conscious.  
 
It’s tempting to try to get the family wearing matching colours – it’s a bit old fashioned these days. 
Essentially, try to pick complimentary colours. Pick something in a natural shade. If one person chooses 
a bright colour whilst everyone else is in dark colours, then it ends up being distracting. Similarly, try to 
avoid clothes with large logos, or patterns on T-shirts. 
 
If we’re in a studio (either at my home, yours, or one of my partner studios), we’ll have the option of a 
number of different outfits. Have a think about the different style of photographs you want. You might 
want the (rare) opportunity for the kids to look smart, in addition to the more natural photos we’ll take. 
We can probably have two to three outfit changes in the time we’ve got. 
 
 
PREPARE THE KIDS 
 
If you’ve got young kids, prepare them for an adventure! Brainstorm some ideas with them and get 
them involved with ideas on poses beforehand – for example “want one sitting on daddy’s shoulders?” 
It’s going to be a lot of fun, so excitement is key. 
 
Shall we talk about snacks? Snacks are great! Snacks make kids happy! But there are GOOD snacks 
and EVIL snacks. Good snacks are sweets, apple slices, dried fruit, cheese cubes – anything that can be 
eaten quickly without mess. Evil snacks are chocolate (messy), ice cream (still messy), crisps (potentially 
messy on clothes) – you get the idea. There’s one exception to the chocolate rule – chocolate buttons 
or Minstrels that don’t melt in the hand. Something you can pop straight in the mouth works well! 
 
If we’re outside, we’ll try and arrange your shoot either a couple of hours after sunrise or a couple of 
hours before sunset, so make sure the kids are rested. For new-borns, a feed before the shoot so 
they’re sleepy can often result in really cute photos, and a quieter time… 
 
If you’ve got really young kids, a change of clothes is never a bad idea! 
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WHAT SHOULD I BRING? 
 
Props and toys are always welcome. Think about it – these are photos you’ll want to look back on in 
years to come, so if there’s something that’ll make you smile in the future, bring it along (“Remember 
how she used to love this doll…”) A favourite teddy for the kids. A favourite book, scarf or hat. In 
studio sessions, everyone will have their turn which might mean some people might have to wait – 
something to keep them entertained whilst Mum and Dad have their turn works wonders. 
 
Bring ideas! Don’t be afraid to come with ideas you’ve picked up from Instagram or Pinterest. I won’t 
be offended if you want to copy something you’ve seen elsewhere! 
 
If we’re outside, we’ll keep an eye on the weather, but preparing for unexpected rain is never a bad 
idea. 
 
 
ONE EYE ON THE END RESULT 
 
Before the shoot, think about what you want to do with the finished portraits, and whether you prefer 
black and white, colour, or a mixture of both. This means we can adapt the way we shoot to fit the end 
result.  
 
For example, if you want a large wrap around canvas we’ll shoot with a bit of extra space around you, 
so we can stretch the picture around without it looking awkward!  
 
If you want some matching desk prints of the kids, we’ll shoot them in the same style so it looks nice in 
a set.  
 
If you want to put your photos in an album or photo book, then we’ll do three or four different 
sections so it reads nicely. 
 
 
HAVE FUN! 
 
A family photoshoot can be a daunting prospect for many people – but my job is to make this a 
relaxed, enjoyable and fun experience for everyone. We’ll have a fantastic time, and if you’ve any 
questions or concerns, please do get in touch. 
 
See you soon! 
 
  
 


